In the early stage development of a reservoir, facies modeling often focuses on the specification and uncertainty regarding the depositional scenario. However, in addition to well data, facies models are also constrained to a spatially-varying trend, often obtained from geophysical data. While uncertainty in the training image has received considerable attention, uncertainty in the trend receives little consideration. In many practical applications, the trend is often as uncertain as the training image, yet is often fixed, leading to unrealistic uncertainty models. We address uncertainty in the trend jointly with uncertainty in the depositional scenario, represented as a training image in multi-point geostatistics. The problem is decomposed into a hierarchical model. Total model uncertainty is divided into first uncertainty in the training image, then of variability modeled in the trend given that training image. The result is that the joint uncertainty in trend and training image can be easily updated when new information becomes available, such as newly available well data. We present the concepts of this approach and apply them to a real-field case study involving wells drilled sequentially where, as more data becomes available, uncertainty in both training image and trend are updated to improve characterization of the facies.
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In the early stage of development of a reservoir, facies modeling often focuses on the specification and uncertainty regarding the depositional scenario. However, in addition to well data, facies models are also constrained to a spatially-varying trend, often obtained from geophysical data. While uncertainty in the depositional scenario (expressed as different training images in multi-point geostatistics) has received considerable attention, uncertainty in the trend/facies proportion receives little to no consideration. In many practical applications, with either poor geophysical data or little hard data, the trend is often as uncertain as the training image, yet is often fixed, leading to unrealistic uncertainty models. Here, we address uncertainty in the trend jointly with uncertainty in the depositional scenario The uncertainty in the trend is modeled using auxiliary variables, which are parameterized to facilitate their variation according to the desired uncertainty. The use of auxiliary variables instead of probability maps has the advantage of being easy to parameterize and does not require the input of facies proportions.
This research addresses the question of updating the uncertain parameters associated with trend and training image when a new well is drilled. New well information does not only provide local information by adding new conditional data in the model construction. It also may provide useful information of the uncertain parameters. For example, a new well may reveal that some of the prior beliefs made in constructing the models are inconsistent with the new well data. Or the new well information may indicate that some parameters values are more probable than others. The problem of updating jointly the probability of trend and training image is decomposed into a hierarchical model. The total model of uncertainty is divided into first uncertainty in the training image, then of variability modeled in the trend given that training image. The result is that the joint uncertainty in trend and training image can be easily updated when new information becomes available, such as newly available well data. A Bayesian framework is employed to update the uncertain probabilities. A distance-based modelling approach is used to represent a set of prior models in a low-dimensional space, where the probabilities can be easily updated using a smoothing procedure.
The concepts of this approach are applied to a real-field turbidite case study involving wells drilled sequentially in the subsurface, where, as more data becomes available, uncertainty in both training image and trend are updated to improve characterization of the facies. Figure 1 presents the application of the method where the new well is drilled completely in shale. It can be seen that the prior probability of the TI and trend which were uniform was updated to a joint probability showing that low values of the trend are most likely, indicating a narrow band of turbidite channels.
Figure 1 Joint probability of training image and trend updated given new well information

